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  [1. Introduction.
  Let IY be, an iinaginary abelia,n nun'}be.r field of finit(). degre,e ox'(ir t,he ra,tional nun)ber
field Q and IYo the nia,xirna,1 real subfield of IN'. Le,t E and Eo be the groups of units of IY
a,nd .lxro, respectiv'ely, and let l'I7' be the group of roots of unity in IY. Then we. define t,he
unit index (?Ar of IY as t,he group index
                                 QA' =: [E] : I!V Eo].
  Though ([2Ar is equal to 1 or 2, it is a delicate proble.n) to de.terinine this alternative, as
stat,ed in Introduction of [1]. H. Hasse gavei some condit,ions for ([?J,- = 1 or (2i,- = 2 ([3, g20
- g26]). Hovv'ever by his method we ca,n not always determine the value of (2i,r for arbittrary
K, ev'en if IY is a cornposite of qua,dratic fields. For some special fields IY we have crit,e.ria
for ([?i< = 1 or (?K == 2 (for example, [19] a,nd [28]).
  In this paper we will survey t,he aut,hor's res.ults : to give a necessary and sufficient
condition for (?ix- = 2 by nieans of funda,rnental units of the, real quadrat,ic subfi' eilds of IY
when IY is a coniposite of two, three or four quadra,t,ic fields and to cornrnent on errors of
Sa,tze (Theorems) 29 and 41 in Hasse's book [3].
  In g2 we summarize Hasse's results on the unit index (2J,- and the rela,tive class number
h},- of K, which we will need to prove our Theorems and Proposit,ions. In g3 we give
some criteria for Qi,t = 2 of some "simple" fields ITs'. In S4 and g5 we give such criteria of
composites of two, three or four quadra,tic fields. In S6 we con)inent on Satze 29 and 41 of
[3], a,nd give counter-exa,rnples t,o these theorerns.
  Throughout of this paper, "Satz" means the theorem of [3], unless otherwise specified.
And by an abelian number field we mean a finite abelian extension over Q.
  Because of the following rea,sons (I) and (II), we a,re interested in the determination of
the value (?k- :
  (I) We need the determination of ([?A- to calculate the relative class number h},- of K.
  (II) The unit index ([?J,- is relat,ed to the embedding of the ideal class group of Ko into
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that of IY and to another properties of Is'.
  NVe now sta,te the above (I) a,nd (II) n')ore. prec.isely.
  (I) Generalizing Kunin)er's forniula, H. Hasse obta,incd a relative class nuinber forn)ula
for an imaginary a,belian number field Is' :
                                        1 f(xi
                        h}s' = (l?KLVix' 4 2.f(,x,) .2=,(-•)('(`T)`T)
where wA- is the order of IiV = IIiA-, f(,x,) is the conductor of .x and x runs through the odd
primitive Dirichlet characters of K.
  From now on, a primitive Dirichlet cha,rater will be called a charater.
  For an odd character 'e, we let
                                        f(c,)
                                    1
                           0('4') = 2.f(v•,) ,2,=,(-'e'(a'){7')-
And let,
                    pA"ip((E)('4))) iff('ip) == pP a,nd l'Åë, =pP'i(p-1),
             hlL = 2?V',b (0(th )) if .fr(zL,) = 2P a,nd if 'to A- =ne O (mod 4),
                    Nth(e('ip)) otherwise
where p is an odd prime, Nth is the absolute norm of the cyclotomic field generated by the
va,lues of 'ip over Q and l'ipl is the order of V). Then, as will be stated in Leimna 15, we have
                                h},' = 2Qix' il hO
                                           u,
where th runs through the representatives of the classes of conjugate odd characters of K.
  H. Hasse [3] calculated the values Nv, for odd characters th with conductor f(th) S 100 and
determined Qi,- for the abelian number fields K with conductor fK S 100. Combining these
va,lues he made a table of the relative class numbers hX- of such fields K. K. Yoshino and
the author [31, 32] prolonged his table for 100 < fi,r S 200. G. Schrutka von Rechtenstamm
[23] calculated the values Nth for odd characters th with g(f(th)) S 256. ( g( ) is the Euler
function.) He asserted in a letter to the author dated September 10, 1984 that he extended
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t,he table to g(f(q3)) E{l 672. For tlie f-tJh c:'clotoniic field IY = Q(<f), the unit index qi,-
is equal to 1 or 2 according as f is a prinie-power or not• (Leinina 9), a,nd then the relativ()
cla,ss nuinber hXt of IY is de.ternrined by tthe above forinula. N,N'e can see the table of the
relative cla,ss nuniber h v for yn(f) f{l 256 in "tTashington's book [30].
  If we knovv' t,he values 9At for iinaginary abelian nunia,ber fields IY. "re could prolong the
tables of relative cla,ss nun)ber h},-.
  I<. Iwasavv'a, [16] rnade a rela,tive class nun}ber forrnula of the ?)-th cyclotornic field IY =
Q(<p) (p:odd priine) by ineans of a group ring. W. Sinnott [24, 25] generalized Iwasawa's
forinula for a,n iniaginary abelian nuinber field IY and Hasse's forn'iula of a real abelian
number field Ko, a,nd gave some formula,e which conta,in the unit index (?i" T. Kimura
a,nd K. Horie [19] investigated the components of Sinnott's formula. But they have not
determined the unit index (?i" except a few cases.
  (II) Let IY' be the quadratic extension oi2'tt,r IY generat,ed a root, of unity with 2-power
order aitd -Z7'N' 6 its inaxii/][')al real subfield.
  For an iinaginary abelia,n nuinber field IY, the extension IY6/IYo is sa,id t,o be es.sent,ially
raniified (wesentlich verzweigt) if soiztie prin)e ideal p/2 of IYo is raniifLcd in IY6/.IYo, or a,
prirne ideal pl2 of IYo is ramified in IY6/IYo and the nui'nber 'v == vi,-6/iv, of the non-trivial
deconiposition groups of p rea,ches its theoretical ma,ximal 2eo, vv'here eo is the ran'rifica,tion
index of p over 2. 0therwise, Is' 6/IYo is said to be at n')ost unessentially ra,niified (h6chstens
unvvTesentlich verzweigt). In the latter case there exists an eleinent Izo of IYo such tha,t
                         K6 = Ko(v/7i-6') with xLoOA-, = mg
where OJN-, is the ring of int,egers of Isro and ino is a,n ideal of IN'o. Under the condition
that Is' 6/Isro is at most unessentially ramified, IY6/Ix'o is sa,id to be of unit type (voin
Einheitstypus) or of class type (vom Klassentypus) a,ccording as mo is principal or not.
  When IY6/K'o is essentially rantifie,d or (at most unessentia,11y rantified and) of class type.,
we have (?ixr = 1 and otherwise QK = 2 (Lemma 3). The ideal class group of Ko is embedded
into that of Isr if and only if Is' 6/IYo is essentilly ra,mified or (at mosti unesse.ntially raniified
and) of unit type (Lemma 4).
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  H. Hasse gave in Sa,tz 22 a, necessary and suflicient condit,ion for IY6/Iy"o to be essentially
rainified bv rnea,ns of cha,racters of IY. He al,go gave in Satz 26 a sufficient condition for (2i,t
         U
to be 2 1)x.' inea,ns of cyc!otornic unit,s. of Iyr
o.
  Ren)ark. In the article of O. F. G. Schilling in A'Iatheniat,ical Reviews (Rev•iews in Nunibe]r
Theory (R02-10, 14, 141a), ed. by W. J. LeVeque), the nuinber t) = vAr6/A-, is incorrectl.v
define,d.
  NVe ca,n generalize the above results to the case that IY/IYo is a CpaI-extension.
  Let K/Ko be a CM-extension. Let E, Eo and l2V!' be as above. Thcn we also define the
unit, index of IN" by
                                Qis' = [E : WEo]•
Then, as in the in')aginary abelian cas.e, vv'e have (?K = 1 or 2 (P. E. Conner a,nd J.
Hurrelbrink [1, p.69], S. Lang [22, p.299], K. Uchida, [28, Proposit,ion 2]. L. "•Jashington
[30, p.39]).
  In t,heir book [1], P. E. Conner and J. Hurrelbrink generalized some ot' Hasse's ref ults.
NIoreover, they showed that for a given totally real field IYo there existd onl.v• finitely inany
CM-extensions Isr /I<o with Qiv = 2 or with non-trivial 1<ernel of t. where t is t,he natural
map from the ideal cla,ss group of A'o to that of K.
  By t,he Herbrand quotient, we obt,ain
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                                ( A' = #Hi(G,E)
where G = Gal(K/Ko), H'(G,E) is the first cohomology group of G over E and #A'1
means the number of elements of a set M ([10], J. Ma,rtinet's preface of [3]). As mentioned
in the beginning, it is a, delicate problem to determine whether Hi(G.E) is trivi'al or not.
  As pointed in K. Iwasawa, [15], for a finite Galois extensioii K/Ko vv'ith Ga,Iois groul)
G, the cohomology group Hi(G,E) is canonically isomorphic with the. fa,ctor group of the
group of ambiguous principa,1 ideals of K modulo the group of principal ideals of Ko, where
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E is the group of units of I(. We are also interestJed in the struct,ure of t,he group Hi(G, E)
for some reasons.
  g2. Hasse's results on the unit index and the relative class number.
  In this section we survey Hasse's results on the unit index and the relative cla,ss nun'}ber of
an imaginary abelian number field, which we shall frequently use in the proofs afterwards.
  Let, a,s above, K be an imaginary a,belian number field and Ko the maximal rea,1 subfield
of K. Let E = Ei,- and. Eo = Ek-, be the groups of units of K a,nd Ko, respectively. Let
VV = M/iv be the group of roots of unity in K. Let Qi,- be the unit index of K, i.e.,
                                QJs" = [E : I'VEo].
  For a number a we denote by IV the complex conjuga,te of a.
  1. Results on the unit index.
Lemma 1 ([Satz 14]) Qi,- =1 or 2.
  Qkr =1 'if for every iLnite of K 'it holds that
                           E/i = <2 or NA-/k-, (E) = eb2
•where < is a root of zen`it'y 'in K and cr'o 'is a `un'it of Ko.
  ([?A- == 2 •if there tis a 'iLn'ite' ofK s'uch that E'/E'Y' `is not sg'uare in .lsr or that NK/k-,(6') = eo'
'is 7?,ot sg'u,a7'e ti7?, IIL'o.
  Let K' be the quadratic extension over K generated by a root, of unity with 2-power
order. Let K6 be the maximal real subfield of K'. Then we have the following three
leinmas .
Lemma 2 ([Satz 15]) (?J,r = 2 if and only •if there exists a 'unit E6 of Ko s'uch that
                                 K6 = Ko(N/5ii)•
6
Lemina 3 ([Satz 16]) if K6/.IN"o i.s' essent'iall'y ran2,i.fied, then Qi,- == 1. If A"6/Ko i.s} at
77?,ost `tL7?,esse7?,tiall'y ra,m,iified, the7]• QJs' = 1 or 2 a,cco7"cl`i7],g a,s A'6/A'o z.s' of cla,ss t•ype or of
'un'it t'ype.
Lennna4 ([S5.tze 17 and 18]) (1) IN'6/IYo zs (at most "iL7?,essentia,ll'y ramzlfied (L72,cl) of
class ttype •if and on,l'y 'if th,ere exists a non-triv'ial cla,s.s' 'in the 'ideal class gro'u,p of Ko
`uJh'ich falls 'i7?, th,e pr'i7i,cipa,l icleal class of .ls'.
  (2) There ex'ists at 7n,ost one non-prz'nc'iipal 'ideal class of Isro 'tvh'ich falls 'in the. priinczpal
'idea,l class. of Itr.
  H. Hasse ga,Nre a, necessa,ry and sufficient condition for K6/Ko being essentially ramified
bv means of cha,racters of K as follows :
 U
Lemma 5 (cf. [Satz 22]) Let 2tu" be the highest 7)o'tve7' that d'iv`ides '(oJ,t = #II/K, 'i,e.,
2wl< ll wl"
  a) I7?, the case wJ< ;EO (niod 4), IY6/IYo 'is es.se7?,ticLlly ra,77?ifl]edl 'i.JC cb7?,d on,lz/ 'if th,ere is a,7].
odd prime p s. 'iLch that
                       plf(xi) for all odd ehaTacter .in of K
or for prim•e n'u77?,ber 2 the following both cond'itz'ons are sattisfZ'ed :
                      231f(.in) for all odd cha,7'a,cterxi of K
and
                2/f(.xo) or 23If(xo) for all even character xo of Ii
  b) In the case wi.- iO (mod 4), K6/Ko 'is essent'ially ramified 'if an,d onl'y 'ifforpr'ime
nu7n,ber 2 'it holds that either 2/f(xo) or 231f(x'o) a,nd 2WK+iYf(xo) for all even character
.N'o of K.
  By Lemina, 5 we have immediately
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Lemma 6 (cf. [S5tze 23 and 24]) For an img'inary cycl`ic .field A" or an zm,ag•inary
a,bel•La,n, 7?,iu77},ber .field Is' 'tvith 1}r'iTne--po'ive7' co7?•d'u,ctor, ITY6/IYo `ts e.s'.s'e7?,t'ially ra,n?,zlfiled a,77,d
QIs' =: 1•
  By Lemma 1 we have
Leinnia 7 ([Satz 25]) 1[f Ko has a siystem offM7?,da7r?,e7?,tal `u,n,'its 'to'ith a,7'b'it7"ar•y stig7?.atttt,re.si ,
then Qitr = 1.
  H. Hasse also gave a sufficient condition for ([?K = 2 by means of cyclotomic (circular)
units of IN"o. Here we sta,te it in more practical form :
Lemma 8 (cf. [Satz 26]) Let K be an i7n,aginar'y abel'ian n'u7n,beT jEeld with co77?.pos'ite
condiLctor f = 2Pfo (p 2 O, fo : oda). For a, rat'iona,l 'integer m, lat C. be a p7"i7nit'ive m-th.
root of tunitiy.
  (1) if the relative clegree [Q(<f) : I" is oclcl, the7?, (?A- = 2.
  (2) If the iintersect'ion Ix'nQ(<2p) 'is iirn,ag'ina7"y and zf the relat'ive degree [Q(<f) : IYQ(<2p)]
is odd, then Qis' == 2•
  By Lemmas 6 and 8 we have
Lemma 9 ([Satz 27]) For a c'ycloto7n,'ic j(L'eld K == Q(<f) we ha've (?kr = 1 or 2 a,ccord'ing
as f 'is a, pri7n.e-po'wer or not.
  H. Hasse wrote in Satz 29 the divisibility of the unit index of K by that of an imaginary
subfield k of K. But there is a little flaw in his proof, which we will see precisely in g6. In
the preface of the reproduction of [3] J. Martinet modified Satz 29 as follows :
Lemma 10 ([Satz 29']) Let k' be an imginary siLbfield ofK 'with 'unit index qk. Let wk
be the number of roots of 2Lity in k. lf wA-/zok 'is odd, then (?k div'ides (?i"
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  2. Results on the relative class number.
  Let hk- and hK, be the class nuinbers of IY and I(o, respectively. Then hX- = 1?i,i/kA-, is
(:alled t,he rela,tive cla,ss number of Is'. W'e give here Hasse's results in [3] on the rela,tive
cla,ss nurnver h},- of IY a,nd on "`t,he coinpoiie,nts" of h}"
Leinina 11 ([Satz 30]) Let '4) be an, odd cha,racter of K 'wzth corr2•pos'bte' co7?,d•tLctor (not
p7Nim,e-po`wer), then, IVth((E)('4))) 'is a ra,t`ion,a,l 'in,tege7'.
Lemma 12 ([Satz 31]) Let 'e, be an ocld character of K 'uJ'ith eo77],pos`ite cond'zLctor f('4,)
a,nd of 2-poweT order r?,ip.
  (1) if f(Åë,) ?is d'iv'ided b'y three pr'imes,, th,en
                            IVv,(e(•Åë )) i O (mod 2).
  (2) if f(th) is d'iv'ided b2y exactly t`wo pr'i7n,es p,q(2) l 2), then
                   ivv•)(o(v))i(? 21'8'll;l 11`(Y9,lltl:
where (/) is the Legendre sy7n,bol.
Lemma 13 ([Satz 32]) Let 'Åë be an odd character of Ii' with odd pr'int.e-power condtt,cto7'
f(th) = pP (p : odd prz'7n,e), then IVq,(e('4,)) 'is a, rational n'um,ber 'with deno772,z'nator at most
2?). Moreover, 'if the ordernv, of 'e, is a2-power, the deno7n,'inator of Aie,(O(V))) fis exactl'y
2. (f 7? th = so(pP) = pP"(p - 1), then th,e deno77?,'inator of Ne,(O('U,)) i.so at n?•ost p.
Lemma 14 ([Satz 33]) Let x'4 be th.e odd character with. cond'uctor 4 and V)2p the even
character with con,diLctor 2P (p l}il 2). Let 'ip = x4V)2p be the odd character with cond'u,ctor
2P (p 2 2). Then Nth(0(V))) tis a, rat'ional n'u7n,ber w'ith denominator 22 z'f p = 2 or 2 `if
p2 3.
  As before, we call a primitive Dirichlet cha,racter of K, simply, a character of K. Two
characters Ni, x2 of K a,re called conjugate (or algebraically conjuga,te) if xi = x'"2Z for s. ome
rn E Z, (m,lxil) = 1, where Ixl is the order of a character x.
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  An odd cha,ra,ct,er 4) of IY is called irregular (with respect to IY) if a conjugate character
 u',' to u', satisfies one of the following conditions :
   (i) V' = N4•
   (ii) e'' = N4'ip2p (p 2 3) when IY does not conta,in A.
   (iii) •4)' = .x},P-')/2" for odd priine p with 2'` 1 (p - 1).
'VV'hen •Åë is not irregula,r, it is called regular.
   Using a,bove Leininas 13 and 14, H. Hasse obtained the following lemma, by which we.
 can show the integrality of the relative class number h}"
 Lemma 15 ([Satz 34])
                                  hX = 2Qiv nh:,,
                                            v,
 iivl?,ere '4p riL72,s thro'tLgh the represe7?,tat'i'ves of th.e cla,sse.s'i of odcl co7?,,7"tLgate ch,a,ra,cters of K.
   lf V) iis rega`Mlar, then ht, `is a rat'ional `integer. if u3 'is `i7n'egaular, th,en h*u, 'is a ra,tzonal
 n`um,ber w'ith, denom'ii•nator exactl'y 2.
   g3. Unit indices of some imaginary abelian number fields.
   Let, as above, K be an imaginary abelia,n nuir}ber field with conductor fi"
   As mentioned in S2, H. Hasse gave some criteria, for ([2i,- = 1 or 2. In this section we give
 some more practical criteria for eA- = 1 or 2 for some "simple" fields.
   First we consider the rela,tion between the unit, index Qi,- of K and that of k,, where Kn, is
 a,n imaginary subfield of K.
 Proposition 1 ([5, Theorem; 6, Theorem]) Let k be an imayinary s'ubfield of K wz'th
 odd relative degree [K: k"]. Let kr' be the gtuadratic extens'ion over k geneTated b'y a root of
 'tmity with, 2--po'wer order.
   (1) If k6/ko z's esse7?,tially rcbmified, the7?, so 'is I<6/ITs'o.
   (2) If k6/ko is at most 'unessent'ially ra7n,z7ied and of `unit t'ype oT of class type, then so 'is
 K6/Ko•
   Conseq'uentl'y, (?k = ([?K.
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l
  Proof. By the assuinption we may assume that the relative degree
                     [Ii,k] = [A't:k'] = [.ls',:ko] = [.ls'6:k,']
is odd prime l,
  (1) If a prime ideal pY2 of ko is ramified in k6/ko, then a prime ideal P p of Ko is also
ramified in K6/Ko•
  Suppose that a prime ideal pl2 of ko is "maximal ramified" in ko'/kb, i.e., the number
v = vk,t/k, defined in gl reaches theoretical maximal 2eo, where eo is the rainification index
of p over 2. By the chain formula of the differents, we get
                          D lx'6 / JN'o D lve/ko : D ls'6 /k6 D k6 1ko
where fDLIFis the different of a finite extension L over an algebraic number field F, Let
P',P,p' and p (P'lp', P'IP, Plp and p'ip) be ideals dividing 2 of A-,', Ko, k6 and ko,
respectively. From [27, p.104, Theorem 1] it follows that
       (the exponent of P' at Dkt6/h•,) = ITk'6/k',i -' lVk'6/k'ol
                                        +(vA'6/k'o '- 1) (lViy'6/Ko I - lVIIIi)/kr, )
                                   == 2-2+ (VK,' /k'o - 1) (2 m 1)
                                   = vA'6/Ko-1,
        (the exponent ofP at fDk'olk-o) = ITk'o/kol-1
                                   = ( 6-' 8f,,P,l.S.i{,ag?'fied in Ko/k,,
       (the exponent ofp' at DK,t/k6) = ( 6M1 tfthP,',iil,ir,a,i,"ified i" K6/k6,
        (the exponent of p' at Dk61k,) == ITk6/kolm IVk6/kol
                                         +(Vk6/ko - 1) (IVk6/ko l - IVk(,ti]k, 1)
                                   = 2'2+ (vk6 1k, - 1) (2 - 1)
                                   = Vk6/ko - 1
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whe.re, in ge.neral, for a finitJe Galois extension L/F we 1et, TL/F. VL/F and I'iB.• be the
inertia group, the rainificatioii group a•nd the first, rainifi('ation group of p "rit,h respect, to
F. respec,tively, and IGI is the orde.r of a group G, Thereforc we ha,ve
         'v Ar6 /A', = vk,, /k•, or vAr6/A', - 1 + 2 (l - 1) == (l - 1) + l (vk6 /k, - 1)
ac.cording a,s p is unranzLified in IYo/ko or not.
  Then, since vk,,/k, is even, vkr6/A-, is also even. Consequently it follows froin [4, Ia,, p.75.
Satz 32] that the priine ideal P lyi'ng over pl2 is "inaxiinal rainified" in Is'6/IYo.
  (2) By above proof vvTe see iniinediately that if k6/ko is at niost unessentiall.v ranrified.
then so is IY6/.l'fo•
  Considering Lemma, 3, it suffices to show (?A- = (?k. By Le,mma 10 we see tha,t ([?k divides
qJ,-. Therefore we have to prove that eA- = 2 implies (2k = 2.
  Nt ovv', we suppose that ([?K = 2. By Lemina 1 t,here exi'st,s a unit, c- of .IY such that
                                    c-/J.=<
where < is a, prirrll'tive 2cu"-th root of unity and 2Wis' Il tvAr (See [3, p,55]). Taking the norn')
2V'k-/k from K to k of the above equation, we have
                             NK/k(e)/Nk-/k(e) = <i.
Since Lok• = Lok, <i is a,lso a, priinitive 2Wk-th root of unity. Thus w'e get by Leinrna, 1 tha,t
  Considering Proposition 1, we may treat only imaginary abelian number fields K of
2-power degree over Q to determine whether QK == 1 or 2.
  Let fk- be the conductor of K. H. Hasse showed that if fJi is a prime-power, then (? J,r = 1
(Lemma 6). When .fi,- = 4p" or p"qb (p,q : odd primes), vv'e can determine the unit index
as follows:
Proposition 2 ([11, Theorem 1]) S•uppose th.at fi,r = 4p" or p"qb. Then QJ,t = 2 if a,nd
only z' f the relataitve degree [Q(<f) : K] is odd.
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  Proof. NVe ma,y assume by Proposition 1 tha,t a = b = 1 and that K is of 2-power degree
over Q•
  If [Q(<f) : K] is odd, it follows from Lemrna, 9 and from Proposition 1 t,hat (?iv == 2.
  Conversely, we suppose that [Q(<f):K] is even.
  In the case fA- = 4p, K contains Q(V=I) or K is cyclic over Q, because the Galois
group of K is a, subgroup of abelia,n group of type (2,2e) where 2C ll (2) - 1). If K contains
Q(vET), then the character group X(IN') of K is genera,ted by x4 and a,n even power of
xSp-i)/2e. Consequently, we have (?i,r = 1 by Lemma, 5 a). If K is cyclic over Q, then
(?k- = 1 by Leinma, 6.
  In the case fk- = pq, p or q is a common divisor of all conductors of odd chara,cters in
X(K). Indeed, otherwise there exist odd characters x and 'Åë, of K such that f(J>() = p
and f(4)) = q. Let F be the subfield of K a,ssociated with < .x,'4, >. Then the relative
degree [Q(<f): F] is odd, which contradicts our assumption. Thus, by Lemma 5 a) we
  Let p and g be odd primes. When fi,• = 2apb (a l) 3, 2 ll (p - 1)), 8p" (22 ll (p - 1))
or 4p"qb (2 11 (p - 1) or 2 I (q - 1)), we ca,n deterniine the unit index ([?i,- of A' by the
Ha,sse dia,gram of the subfields of the fK-th cyclotomic field Q(<f,,) (See [3], [31] and [32]).
  When fi,- = 2"p (p : an odd prime, 231(p - 1), 7z 2 3), we have no general criterion for
(?K == 2. However, we have some such criteria under cert•ain conditions. For example, vv'e
have
Proposition 3 ([11, Theorem 4]) Letp be an odd pr'i7n,e s'uch that 23I(p - 1). Let
                     isr-Q(A,v/l}iJ) or Q(lt,V'lliJ).
Then ([?k- = 2 'if and only •4f N(e) = +1, where e > 1 'is the funda7n,enta,l `tLnit of Ko ==
Q ( villii5) .
  This proposition is obtained by K. Yoshino and we omit here the proof.
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  g4. unit indices of K == Q(v/=EZ5, V'EZI') and K = Q(v[-[76, v77I-, v/EZII).
  In this and next sections we consider imaginary abelia,n number fields Isr of t,ype (2,2),
(2,2,2) and (2,2,2,2), a,nd give necessary and sufficient conditions for ei,- == 2 by rneans
of the fundaniental units of rea,1 qua,dratic subfi.elds of Ii"
  First we consider the ca•se that K is a composite of two independent quadratic fields,
i.e.,
                              K == Q(vl:Zi5, v/IIil-)
where do and di are distinctJ positive square-free integers. Let e-i (c"i > 1) be the funda-
mental unit of Ko = Q(VEZI' ). When N(ei) = +1, let Ai denote the square-free part of
Sp(ei + 1) = Ai(eni + 1). Let
                          A(ei) -( 2,1,;'l l•i gg i. I'
where ei = O or 1. Let " s" denote the equality except square rational number (iL 0), that
is,
                   aib e a= br2 for some rE Q, r7C O.
Theorem 1 (cf. [12, Propoosition 1]) Let K == Q(N/=Zi6, N/ZZI- ) be as abo've. Then
                   QK =2 o N(ei) = +1 and Ai T A(ei)
for so7n.e ei E {O,1}.
  Proof. If N(ei) = -1, then Qkt = 1 by Lemma 7.
  Suppose that N(Ei) = +1. Then, we have by [21] that
                     v!5i = S ( Sp(c"i + 1) + Sp(ei - 1))
and
                           Sp(6, + 1) Sp(E, - 1) T d,.
Hence
                            vET - Sv/2Ir(m + rv/I{i)
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for son)e m E Z and r E Q. Therefore, if Ai i A(ei) for sonie ei G {O.1}. t,hen
                     iTN',(vg-i-) = A',(as) = Ar,(v/l2i'(-E'I-J) = iTi,"6.
Thus we obt,a,in by Leinma 2 that (?k- = 2.
  Conversely, suppose that (?K = 2. Then IV(ei) = +1 and
                     is",(v/2S-) = A',(vsi-) = K6 = isr,(vil2i-(-EI-i).
Thus, we get Ai=A(ei) for some eiE{O,1}. q.e.d.
               2
  Next we consider the case that K = Q(v[ZZ6, VZZI-, viZr5) is a composite of quadratic
fields of degree 8 over Q, where do,di,d2 are positive square-free integers. Let d,3 be the
square-free integer such that d3Tdicl2. Wit/hout of generalit,y we niay assuine tha,t do ; d,
for any 7i CI {1,2,3}. Let Ei (6, > 1) be t,he fundamental unit of Q(N/ZZI) (i = 1,2,3). Let
A, be the square-free pa,rt• of Sp(c', + 1) if N(ei) = +1. Let
                        A(ei•e2)=(f,Si'ISi2, liSgIi"
where ei,e2 == O or 1.
  Our result is
Theorem 2 ([13, Theorem 1]) S'tLppose that K = Q(v[-al5, N/Z7T, v/ZZII) does not conta,in
the 8-th cycloto7n,z'c fiela Q(A, v/2). Let i,,1', k, be a per7n'utation of1,2,3, 'i.e., {21,j,k} =
{1,2,3}.
  (1) Ass'ume that N(c'-i) = +1 for soTn,e i E {1,2,3}, Th•en
                       Q,-=2o fi A?:iA(ei,e2)
                                    N(fi)=+1
for s.o7n,e a,,ei E {O,1}.
  Mo7'e prectisel'y we hatve the followz`ngs :
  (1.1) Suppose N(Ei) = N(cn2) = 21V(e3) = +1•
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  (i) lf as, v/2K (IKo a•nd vi2NI E Ko, then
                      QA- =2 o A9'A;`J liT- A(ei,e2)
for so7n,e ai, aj, ei, cr2 (E {O,1}.
  (ii) (f v/IIX-i-, v[NII, N/ZE; qKo, then
                     QJ,- == 2 e A\iA9,2A5'3 T A(ei,e2)
for some al , a•2, a3, el , e2 (EI {0, 1}.
  (1.2) S'iLppose N(6,) == N(6,) = +1 and N(cnk) = -1. Then,
                      ([? k- = 2 o AY' ASJ l; A(ei, e2- )
for so7n,e a,, aj,ei,e2 ({ {O,1}.
  (1.3) Sul)1)ose AT(E,) = +1 and IV(6,) = AT(ek) = -1. Then,
                        Qi,r =2 o A, iA(ei,e2)
for sorn,e ei,e2 E {O, 1}.
  (2) Assu7n,e tha,t IV(Ei) = Ai(E2) = N(s3) = -1. Then
             (? I,- == 2 O Sp K, /Q (eiE2 c"3 - C- i - 6t2 - 63) ll A( ei , e2)
for some e, c {O, 1}.
  Remark. When N(ei) = N(62) = N(E3) = +1, there is no case that v/AT, v/2N7, v/ZSIE; E
Ko or N/Zgi, N/2ill (!I Ko, vilZSII ÅëKo for {i,1',k} = {1,2,3} (See Proposit,ion 5, Case I).
  When K contains Q(NFiJ, vilii), we ha,ve
Proposition 4 ([13, Theorem 2]) Let K = Q(A, v/lii,v!Zi) and d an odd posz'ti`ve
Sq'uare-free integer ) 3. Let di = d, d2 = 2d, d3 = 2. Then (?K = 2 if and only 'if
the following three conditz'ons are satz'sfied :
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  (i) ,V(c-i) = iiXv"(c-2) = +1,
  (ii) Ai = A2 =2 or Ai = 2cl, A2 = d,
  (iii) 6s 1 or cl, 'tvhe7'e 6 `is defined 'tLnder the cond`it'ions (i) a,nd (ii) a,s follotvs : Lf;t
rn,.7?, (i = 1,2) be the pos'iti've 'in,tegers sttLch tha,t
                G = 3(mi E+ 7zi N/lii), V55 = m2 N/2 + n2 v7
and 6 the greatest co7n,7n,on div`isor of 1 + mim•2 and ni7z2d, 'i.e.,
                           6 = (1 + n2,i77z2, 72in2d)•
 This Proposition 4 is obtained by K. Yoshino, and we omit, here t,he proof.
  In the following in this section we prove Theorern 2.
  Let, as above, Eo be the group of units of IYo and E•o+ the group of totally positive units
of IN'
o.
 To det,erinine whether IYo(N/77) = IY6 for soine 7? ( Eo+ or not,, vL'e ne,ed t,o know genera,tors
of t,he quatient group Eo+/E62.
Proposition 5 ([13, Proposition 2]) Let K, Ko, e,, Ai, Eo a,nd E,+ be a,s a,bove.
  Ca,se I. Ass'tL7n,e that N(ei) = N(en2) = N(cn3) = +1.
  (1) There 'ibo no case z`n 'wh'ich N/A-I-, v/2N'll', viZSIII (EI Ko ([21]).
  (2) There iis no ca,se z'n 'wh'ich v/2NI-, N/[IXEI E Ko and v/2XI (IKo.
  (3) S'uppose that v!7X-I- E Ko and vfZXEI, N/2XI} qKo•
  (i) if viZSIII-ZS} E Ko, then
                        E]o == < -1, N/ET,o2, cr"r2c-3 >,
                         < E2, v!5iH ei c"'2 > `in case Ai A2A3 l;1,
              E,+/E,2= <c"2, e-icn2> incaseA2A3il,
                         < e"2 > other'u., 'ise.
  (ii) lf N/ZXIilllXI (/Ko, tl?•e7?•
                          Eo = < -1, vi5I,e2, c"3 >,
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          E,'/E62 =< o2,cn3 > •
(4) su,ppob•e that vi2XI. v/2NII, N/ZXI; eA"o.
(i) if as, as, os E Ko, then
        Eo == <-1,v/5i55, e-2E3, c-3ei >,
   Es/E62 ..1:l"li-l3,,,i.,E,i.i3) e:E'' 11:I ::l,e ii:::k;;:,kg,=2•
      1( <ei,E2,cn3> other`tvise.
(ii) if as E Ko and v2AT 2A3,MqKo, then
         Eo = < -1, v/ET55-, E2, L"3 >,
      Eo'/E3 = ( : ,,i.YgL2)C'-2'E3 > :'"ihf,3/,,' ,ei.,A.,,] = A2'
(iii) S'tLppose tha,t os, as, as (;/A',.
(a) If AiA2A3E KoJ then
         Eo = < -1, ei, t-2, e- iE2e3 >,
     Eo'/.E62 == ( : llli l".')2'> E'E2E3 > 1geihC,tt' e.i.,A.,iA2A3 i 1'
(b) If AiA2A3 qKo, then
          Eo = < -1,c"1)E2,E3 >,
          Eo+/E62 = < Ei,62,E3 > '
Case II. AssJume that N(ei) = Ai (cn2) = +1 and IV(e3) = -1•
(1) if v/2Xll, viZX17 E Ko, then d3 = 2 and
         Eo = < '1, v/5i, vi511, e3 >,
    E&/Es-(::Et/:'}/r/S]i':':',f,gS.e,.A,',E-,2';'/S;'5.
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(2) lf V2XT E Ko and v/ZSIII (IKo , then
           Eo == < -1, v{iT,e27cfi3 >,
      ..,+/Es = ( :l,>2';3v/gLi' > 1:',2a"fiP',./ll,I), '(.=,dl31,',,)
(3) S'u,1)1}ose tha,t V2N-IH, v/Ziill e/ITNro.
(i) ij as E Ko, then
          Eo == < -1, e162, e- •2, f3 >i
           < t-io2,t-2> in case AiA• 2=1,
                      2      .E] 8- /Eo2 = < cn3 e"'i e-2, e- L2 > 'in case Ai A2=d:3 ,
                      2
           <Ef2 > other'ill'ise.
(ii) (f os (I Ko , then
           -EIo = < -1• c-1- c-2r 63 >•
           E6 /E62 = < ei, cA2 > •
Case III. A.s"s. ttme tha,t N(6i) = +1 a,Tt,cl N(6t2) = 21Ni(c-3) = -1.
(1) lf v/2N- I- E Ko, then
          Eo = < -1, vX5i-,e2,63 >,
      Es/Es -( :ls'E; 1:',V,S?lfi,./2,,i,K-,`i2" ,,,.
(2) lf N/ZSi- eKo, then
           Eo = < -1,Sl,52,63 >,
            Eo'/E62 = < c-i >.
Case IV. Assu7n,e that 2V(ei) == N(c-2) = A;(e3) = -1•
(1) lf Sp K, /Q (Eie2 cn3 - 6i - e2 - c- 3) E Ko , then
          Eo = < -1, cn -1,62, ele263 >,
            E,+/Eg - <1>.
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  (2) if Spl,-,/Q(ceiei2cn3-ei - c"2 - c'-3) (l/Ko, then
                           Eo == < -1,6i,e-2,f3 >,
                           E,+/E,2 = < 6ien2e3 > •
  Remark. We have numerical examples for all the cases in Proposition 5 (See [13]).
  We can ea,sily prove Proposition 5 by the following three leimnas.
Lemma 16 ([13, Lemma 1]) Let Ei (ei > 1;i = 1,2,3) be the ftLnda7n.ental 'units of the
gtiLadratz'c s'ubfields of .ls'o = Q(N/EZT, N/alEl).
  (1) lf N(e-i) = +1, then
                          v!g-I c .zi], o vi2S-I E isr,.
  (2) lf fV(c"i) = N(cn,) == +1, then
                         cn,c'-] E Eo <==> sv/2I;2II] E Ko•
  (3) if IV(eni) = IV(E2) = N(c'-3) = +1, then
                       EIE2E3 E .E]o e AIA2A3 E Is'o.
Lemma 17 ([13, Lemma 2]) Let Ko and ei be as 'in Lemma 16.
Then
            ll e9•i ll E9•'EE,' e ll d9•i• fi A9•j -Eii
          N(ei )= -1 N(ej )= +1 N(ei)= -1 N(ej)= +1
fo7' at,b2 E {O,1}, where Eo+ `is the group of totally iLnits of Ko.
Lemma 18 ([13, Lemma 3]) lf N(ei) = IV(E2) = +1 a,nd vi251T, v/2El E Ko, then d3 = 2
and Ai == A2 =2 or Ai = d2,A2 = di•
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 using results of T. Kubota [20, 21], We ca•n prove Lemina 18. But we omit, here the
1)1'Oof.
  Let K' be the quadratic extension over K generated by a root of unity with 2-power
order and K6 the ma,xinia,1 rea,1 subfield of K'. Then Ii'6 = A'o(v/l2i), where A= A(c:i.c••2).
Considering Lemma 2 we ha,ve to search totally positive units 7] of Ko such that Ko( vi7) =:
1,s' 6.
Lemma 19 ([13, Lemma 4]) (1) lf E,+/E,2 = < t-i >, then
                         QA- =2 o Ai iA(ei,e2)
for so7n.e ei, e2 E {O, 1}.
  (2) if E,'/E,2 = < c-i,E2 >, then
                       (?i,- == 2 o AltiAS`2 ll A(ei,e2)
for so7nte al, a2, el,e2 E {O,1}.
  (3) if E,'/E,2 =< eni, c"2,e3 >, then
                      eK =2 o A?'A9,2Ag3 i A(ei,e2)
for so7n•e al, a2, a3, el,e2 E {O,1}.
Lemma 20 (cf. [13, Lemma 5]) Let Eo' be the s'u,bgro'up of the gro'u,p of 'un'bts of Ko
gene rated biy du ni ts of the re al q'iL a, dra t'ic s'u, bjE elds of Ko . lf Ko ( N/i7) == K6 , then 77 E Eo' .
  For the proof of Lemma 20 we need following Lemma 21. For a field k, let "aib in k"
mean that there exists a non-zero element, r of k such that a = br2.
Lemma 21 ([2, Satz 1]) Let Ki be afield wz'th char(Ki) 74 2 and Ko a g`uadratic exten-
LsiOn• over Ki. Let 77 be a7?, ele7n,e7?,t of Ko tu]h•ich `is n,ot sg'iLctre in Is'o.
  (1) Ko(Vi7)/Ki is Galoiis o ArJ,-,/kk,(n) s 1 z'nI<o•
  (2) IYo(Vi7)/Is'i tis an extension of type (2,2) o INri,-,/ix',(n) ll 1 in Ii'i•
  (3) Ko(vii7)/Ki tis ciyclz'c e IVk-,/i"(v) 3 1 'in Is'o,b'ut not inKi,
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  Proof of Lemma, 20 (This
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  Proof of Theorem 2. First vyre a,ssume t•hat IV(6i) = AT(e2) = N(c-3) = +1
v!2rl, v/ZIi eKo and viZII c is'o.
  We show that
                        ([?i,- =2 o AYiAg2 ll A(ei,e2)
for sonle ab a2,el,e•2 (I {O,1}.
  If os VKo, then by Proposition 5 Ca,se I (3) (ii) we have
and that
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By Lenuna 20 we see that if IS'o(N/i7) = Is'6, then ep = c-i6o2 for some t'-o E E,). Therefor(i
               (?A-=2 o Ko(v/ET)=K6 o Ko(VZSI-I-)=A"6
                       e Ai i A(ei, e2)
for some ei,e•2 E {O,1}• By the as. sun')ption that os E Is"o, vLre have
                     Ai i A(ei,e2) <==> A\iAS`2 iA(el,e(,)
for some el,ef2 E {O,1}. Thus we have shown the above ass.ertion.
  Sintilarly we can prove Theorem 2 in the other ca,ses except Case IV in Proposition 5.
  Finally, we a,ssuine that N(Ei) = Ai(e2) = IV(e3) = -1. Let,
                   77 = el e2e3 and 4 = el t-2e3 - e-1 - s2 - en3.
From [21, g5] it follows that
                               77SpA-,/Q(4) = C'2' .
  If Spi,r,/Q(6) E Ko, then by Proposit,ion 5 we have E(+, /E62 =< 1 > a,nd s.o qiv = 1,
Suppose that SpK,/Q(6) (IKo. Since E,+/E,2 --< n >, we ha,ve
         QK=2 o K,(,/77) == .Z7s"6 o K,( SpK,/Q(C))=Iis'6
                 o Sp J,r, /Q (6) s A( ei , e2)
fOr soine ei,e2E{O,1}. q.e.d.
  g5• Unit index of K = Q(v/;iZ6, N/ZZI-, v/Ul;, N/Z75)•
  In this section we trea,t an imaginary abelian number field K of type (2,2,2,2), i.e., we
let
                         isr - Q(vr:ZZIi, v/lil-, viZ[I, v/Zil )
be a• composite of quadratic fields of degree 16 over Q, where do,di,d2,d3 are positive
SCIUare-free integers. Without of generality we may assuine that doidf'dC22dg3 does not hold
fOr a/lly ei, e2, e.3 E {O, 1 }, (el, e2, e3) 7C (O, O, 0)•
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 In t,his section w'e use t/he following notJation, unle.ss ot,1'ier"Tise cl()fined.
 cl4, ds, cl6,d7 : square-free posit•ive integers such tliat cl,4.2cZ2(l3. (l,r, l;cl3(li. (l6 l:di('12,
d7=(li d2 d3 (hence do l cl, (?1 = 1, 2, • • • , 7) ),
  2
 IN", = Q( viEl-iH, v/ZZII, N/Z7111),
 IZIi[i : the set, of unit•s v of IY such that• Ko( N/Zi) is a 2-e,le.mentary ex'tension over Q.
 Eo+ : the group of t•otally posit,ive units of IN"o,
 Isr,==Q(./ZZI5,v/all), K,-Q(viEZIII',./EZI-), K,,-Q(v/ZZI-,./EZII),
 Ar, = Q( vXZZT, d, cl,). K, = Q( VZ7I7, d,, cl,), K, = Q( V`EZI;, (l, d, ,- ),
 A"7=Q( d,2cl3. cl3di),
 k, = Q( VEZI) (i - 1, 2, ••t,7),
 < o-i > = GcLl( Is.',/ITs'i) (i = 1, 2, • • • , 7),
 t-i: the funda,niental unit of Q(viEZI), c-, > 1 (i = 1,2,•••,7),
 A"(,r), Sp(.x) : t,he absolute norrn and the absolut,e t,race of an a,lgebraic nuinbe,r .i',
respectively.
 Our argument• is coinpletely divided into tow pa,rts :
 1. The case K does not conta,in Q(vE-iJ, v/lii),
 2• The case K contains Q(vE-i-, vi2).
 1• The case K does not contain Q(vEir, n).
 The content of this subsection 1 is an extract from a,uthor's paper [7].
 Throughout this subsection 1, we a,ssuine tha,t, IY does not contain the 8-th c.vclotornic
field Q(vCir, vii}). To state our result we need furthermore notation as follows :
                 A-A(e,,e,,e,)-(;,gS:iligii: l,iggi.il
 When N(cni) = +1, we denote by A,, A,'• the square-free parts of Sp(si + 1), Sp(Ei - 1),
i'eSPectively, a,nd by mi, ni the natural numbers such that Sp(crti+1) == Aiml2, Sp(c'-i-1) =
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pXfn?. Then we ha,ve
                       G- 3(m, V2S'+7?,v/IIff). (i)
 Nvhen (l,dj l; (lk with Ai(c-t) = Ar(c-j) = Ar(6k) = -1, we denote by A,, = Aj, the squa,re-
free integer such that
                Aw i Sl)Q(vEI7.v2iJ)/Q(cni6.i c-k - 6i - 5., - c-k)•
(We ta,ke (i,j') = (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (2,3), (2,5), (3,6) a,nd (4,5).)
 XAV'hen d,d,dk -IE- (li with N(t-,) = 11Ni (c-,) = 11Nr(c-k) = N(Et) = -1 and when
Q(v/I7i, v/[Z , V'EZI) = Ko , we denote by A,]k the square-free integer such t,hat
                  Atjk ME2" S?)ivo/Q(c-ieAjcAkei + 1 - 2c,<,3 cAa•c-B)
where a', t'3 run through i, j., k and l.
 For a t,ot,ally I>osit,ive uiitit 'r7 of IN"o le,t
        6'(ep)= 77+77ai +2(-1)Si v/i7}7EFT, (2)
        0* (n) = 6*(n)+C'(ep )a2 +2( -1)S2 4. *( ]1 )C*( 77 )a2, (3)
        cl*(ep) = e* (n) + 0'(77 )a3 + 9" (-1)S3 e*(77 )e*(77 )a3 (s, =O or 1) (4)
under t,he condition t,hat
         viin7i76i-ep EKi, c*(77)c*(•o)a2(k,3 a,nd e*(ny)e*(77)a3EQ. (Jr)
Theorem 3 ([7, Main Theorem]) Under the a,bove notatz'on a,nd ass'tt,7ntption 'we ha•'ve
that(K =2 if a,nd only 'i.f
               HAtt . ll A9;J • H A9;kk • d'(nyo)fTA(ei,e2, ee:3)
                i iJ i,J',k
f07' S07n•e a,, bu, c,Jk., f, e, E {O,1} and no E IEio represented 'in th•e for7n•
                      nyo= n c-tUt• ll 6,vi
                           N(ei)=+1 N(ei )= -1
tohere zL,, v, E {O,1}. The niu7n.ber of i 's for wh,ich u,, = 1 is ne`ither 1 nor 2.
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i
  rIore precisely we ha•ve the following The,ore,nis 3.1 - 3,6.
Theorem 3.1 ln the ca•se tha•t IV(ei) -- !V(t-2) = ... = N(e7) = -1, •ioe h.a,ve
               (?.- ==2 o A?',Ab,2,AP,?Af23sA(ei,e2•,e.3)
forsom,e b,, c, e, E {O,1}• Especza•lly, zlJC N/2SliJ zs co7?•taLned z7?, Q(N/Zi7, v/Eil;) for
then eJ,- = 1.
Theorem 3.2 In the case that YNT(ei) = N(s2) = .,. = Ai(eb-) = -1 and N(6
ha've
                QA- = 2 o Aa, A91, Ag2,Agi -7 A(ei, e2, e3)
for so7n,e a, bi, ei E {O,1}.
Theorem 3.3 In the case that N(c-i) = N(c-2) = ... = N(ss) = -1 a•nd Ar(c-6
+1, iwe have
               (?K = 2 o Ag6 A`,`7Ag2, Ab,3, s A(ei, e2, e3)
for so7n,e ai, bi, ei E {O, 1}.
Theorem 3.4 (1) In, the case that Ai(c-i) = ... = N(i4) = -1 and N(c-s)
N' (e7) = +1, 'u]e h,a've
             (? .- = 2 o Ags Ag6 Ag7Ab,,d'(77o)f i A(ei, e2, e3)
for so7n•e a,, b, f, ei E {O,1} and nyo E [Zio .s 'uch that
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                   7]o = escn667 ll E,"•i (vi E {O,1}).
                            i=1
  (2) In the case that N(e",) = vV(62) = N(e-3) = N(67) == -1 and IV(s4)
LIN'(s6) = +1, ttve have
               (? i,t = 2 o A2` Ag5 Ag6 AS,3 ;; A( ei, e2, e3)
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e've7' ly (i,j),
7) == +1, 'we
) = .iNr(E•-, ) =












for so7n•e at, c, et E {O, 1}.
Theorem 3.5 (1) I7?• the ca•se that IV(si) = LINi(E2) = IV(E.3) = -1 a7?.d N'(e4) = iNT(es) =
N(c"6) = N(cA•-,t) = +1, 'tve ha,ve
                                7
                 (.? A- = 2 o l[[ AY' • cl'( 77o )f i. A( ei, ct2, e3)
                               i=4
forsoTn•e a,, f, e, E {O,1} a,nd 77o E Eo s'fu,ch b12,at
              opo
            H?.=leyi = E46se7, es666'ir 07' 66e46•,-• (•v,E{O,1})
  (2) I7?, the ca,se tha,t IV(6i) = IV(c"`2) = N(E6) = -1 and i]Nr(6i) = +1 for otl?,er i lst, 'we
h.a,'ve
             QJv =2 e I[ AY' • A92 • d*(i7o )f T A(ei,e2• e3)
                           N(ei)=+1
foT so7nte ai, b, f, e, (! {O,1} a,nd epo ( Eo sitLcLt, th.at
                  no
                         - n .- nn ,A nn ,- n ,--
      "N(.i),.-leiYi - ' C3C4C5C7  C3C4Cs, c:3e4c7,
                              6.3EsE-,r or e4esc'--,7 (vi E {O,1}).
Theorem 3.6
for so77?,e az, .L
In, the case
    QJv =
e, E {O, 1}
       nyo
tha,t Ar(cn3) = ilNi(c-4) =
2o nAy.i
        N(ei)=+1
and no E Eo s•uch th,at
     - ,.-Vl -V2 -Vl
          ;.pflN(e,)=+1 6,"i
  IV(eh2) == -1;
z 's for whz'ch ui
 ••• =N(
• d*(77o)f =
       2
ci v2, Li or 1
IV(ei) = -1 and
 = 1 tis ne 'i th er 1
t-.7) = +1., wf; h.a,'ve
A( e;i, e2, e3)
accord•ing a,s N(ei)
+1• The nfu7n,ber of
  (i.Li, tv, E {O, 1})
AI(cn2) = +1 ; or N(
nor 2.



















  Reniark. In Theorein 3, 77o is not represented in the forrn
                            'oo = s, t-jek • H t- iVi
                                         iV(.et)=-1
where N(6,) = Ar(e-,) == N(e-k) = +1 a/nd d,cl, lidk (cf. Proof of Ca,se (2) of Theorem 3. 4).
 Reinark. For a, non-zero elernent ny of IYo "'hich are not, sctuare in IYo, t,he. e.xtension
Ko(vi7)/Q is abelian of type (2,2,2,2) if and only if
                      NA',/ix', (77) I 1 in I's,", (z = 1, 2, • • • , 7)
([8, Proposition 2]).
 Remark. For son'ie no E Eo we can actually calc,ulate the rational int,egers d'(77o) defined
by (4). For exaniple, vv'e ca,n obta,in the following : Su,ppose tha,t Ar(6i) = A•T(cAJ2) = Ar(e3) =
+1 an,d that no = eie2cn3 'is totally po.sit'i've. Then 77o E Eo if and onl'y 'i.f
                        A, =d,d,, A,=d,d,, A, == d,d,. (6)
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if this condz'tion. (6) 'is satisfied, `we hcb`ve
     d'(no) = mi7n2m3 AiA2A3 + 2A:{(-1)S' 7z2n3 + (-1)S2n3ni + (-1)S3ni7?2}
                               -s(.1)Si+S2+S3 (si=O or 1)
'where Ai, A;•, m,, ni a,nd si are as tin the abo've notat`ion.
 Now we give a proposition a,nd some lemmas which will be used in the Proofs of Theorems
3.1 - 3.6.
 Let <x,y,•••> be a group generated by x,y,•••. Let Eo' be the subgroup of Eo generated
by the units of Q(viZZ7) fori= 1,2,•••,7. Let (E,*)+ be the subgroup of Eo generated by
totally positive units of E,', i.e., (Eo')' = Eo' n Eo+•
28
proposition 6 (1) (f lNi(L"i) = ••• = INr(c'-7) = -1, then
           ( -E]6 )+ = < c- •2 e3 c-4, cA ,3 cA i c- s, 6i 62 c-6, 6i c- •2 c- 3e -, > EoX 2.
(2) (f AJ(6i) = ••• = 21Nr(e6) = -1 ancl A'(t-7) == +1, then
             (Eo')+ = < c-2c-3e4, e.3tAi6s, cAie-i2 c-6, c- -,• > Eo'2.
(3) if ,iNr(.-i) = ••• = i]Nr(c'"s) = -1 a7t2.d iiNi(eA6) = N(t--,) = +1, th(;n
              (Eo* )+ = < c-26,3E4, t-3.f.ics, e6, ee, > Eo* `2.
(4,) If ,INr(.t-i) = ••• = A'(e4) = -1 a,7?,cl 11Nr(t-s) = IV(c-6) = N(c"-•,-) == +1, the7?.
                (Eo' )+ = <e2e3s4, c-s, e6, c-7 >E,'2.
(42) .lf' ilNr(efi) = 11Nr(c-t2) : ilNr(c'-3) = ilN](cz,) == -1 a,ncl 11Ni(e4) = .iNr'(es) = 2iNi(tf6) = +1,
               (Eo')+ = <eis2c-3c-;, c-4, s,s. c-6>E62.
(5i) ij .INi(si) = 11Ni(&2) = .INi(E3) == -1 a7?,cl 11Ni(c-4) = ••• == iNT(e--,-) = +1. the7i.
                 (Eo')+ =<c-4, c",s, c-6, c-7>Eo'2.
(52) 1[f .INr(e-i) = IINr(ce2) == .7Nr(cn6) = -1 a,ncZ the others 21Nr(ch,) = +1. th,e7?,
               (E('/)+ = <sis2e'-'6, a3, 64, cn,s, o, >Eo'2.
(6) if N(ei) = Ar (s2) = -1 a,nd N(E3) = • • • = v]Nr(s7 ) = +1, then
                (Eo*)+ = <c-3, e4, c"s, e6, e7>E,*2.
(7) (f lV(c"i) == -1 am.d 21Nr(e,) = ••• = N(c'-•,-) = +1, then
                 (Eo')+ =<c=2, e3,•••, e-, >E,*2.
(8) if A'(e,) == ••• = 21Nr(.r-•,-) = +1, then
                (Eo')+ = <c-i, e2,•••, c"-,-> E,rk2.
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then
 proof. VSvie only prove the c.ase (1), because the ot,he.r c,ases. are prove.d in t,he san)e wavv.
 For an eleinent ct 7C O of IY we define. s(a) =O or 1 by (-1)S(`i') = a/Ia .
 For 77 C (Eo*)+, put•t;ing 77 = s`l''('"iX2'2 •••e';'7 (a], E Z), we have a syst,ein of sirnult,a,neous
linea,r equa,tions
               S(c-1) ,l'1 + S(e2) {lr2 + • • • + S( cA -, ) ,1'7 E 0
               s(cr'lal )a}1 + s(c"2al).x2 + • • • + s(t-7al )a'7 ! O
                       ... (mod 2)
               s(ela7)ilil + s(02a7):V •2 + • • • + ,S(e7a7):Li7 ! O .
By Gauss-Jordan eliinination we see tha,t tliis syg.tein has the following four linearly inde-
pendent solut,ions :
                     ,x-, O111
                     .zii2 1 O 1 1
                     x3 1101
                     ,z-4 =1, O, O, O.
                     .ri]s 0 1 O 0
                     ,v6 O O 1 O
                     ,fir7 o O 0 1
To these solut,ions correspond units c'-•263e4, s36ie-s, eie•2c-6, cAie2s3c-•,- respect,ively. Thus we
have (Eo')+ =<e2c"3crt-4, cn3eic"s, Ei62E6, c-ic-2c"-36-, >Eo*2. q.e.d.
  In general, let K/k be a (2,2)-extension with Galois group Gal(K/k) =<a,T> . Then.
as in g4, we have
                                    a1+Ual+r
                                a2 =
                                     (a,a)1+aT
for a' E K, a 7C O. By this simple formula we see that Eo4 C- Eo*. ?.vloreover, we have IZIi62 CII Eo'
by the following
Lemma 22 Let ny (E [Eo an,dpzLt ep4= c-Xi'ic"52•••e-l'7 (.x',E Z). Then, ever'y .x, zs even,.
  Proof. Since Ko(v/i7) = Ko(viEi) for some d E N, vv'e can put n = dcug (ao E Ko). Taking
the norm .IVJ,r,/k, of El''c"X22•••EX77 = d4ag, we have EiXi = di6Ni,-,/k,(ao)8. This implies that
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Lemma 23 Let 77 E Eo a,nd p'tLt
                          772=c'-'l'ic'-`tZ'2•••e';'' (,r, (II Z). (7)
Then, all ,vi a,re even or a,t lea,st three .ri lg a,re odd.
 proof, For the sirnplicit,y we denot•e by .t]NJi the norni ./Vi,-,/A-, for each i.
 First, for exaniple, we assun'ie that a'i ! 1, ,r, ! O (mod 2) (i = 2,3.•••.7). Taking
the norin ilN]3 of the equa,tion (7), vv'e ha'vre liNr3(77) = .;.`Ll:'c-j2'2e'6'6 E IY3. 0n the other ha,nd.
putt,ing 77 = dag (d E N. a'o C IYo), we haxre .N':3(77) = d2Ar,3(a•o)2. The.refore, v/IiT is
contained in IY3 = Q(N/ZZI-, v/Z711' ). In the saine wa,y, taking the norni Ar•2 of (7), we see t,hat,
x/5-i- is contained in K2 = Q(vfall}, VEZI' ). Thus vXli- is contained in A'2 fi A':3 = Q(VZII- ),
which is impossible,.
 Secondly, for exa,inple, we asfunie that, ,ri ! a'2 i 1, ,r, i O (inod 2) (i = 3,4,•••.7),
Taking the nornis Ar2 and A"4 of (7). we see that, VSUi' is conta,ined in Q(N/?7-I-), xvhich is also
impossible.
 Thus there is no case t,hat exactl.y one or t,vLro of ,?•, a,re odd. q.e.d.
Lemma 24 Let ep E Eo a,nd ptut
                           772=e'Ti ea,]2 •••e';'7 (.T,E Z). (8)
(1) If there extists an even :zr,, then ,iV(cAj) == +1 for ea,ch oad ,T,.
(2) If there ex'ists "'i" for wh/ich, .T, i! O (niod 2) or JIV(e,) = +1, then .?'j 'is even `when
Ar(6J) = -1.
(3) If xi Ei x2 iii ••• ii .z•7 ii 1 (niod 2), then Ar(6i)= Ar(c"2) =•••= Ar(6-,T).
 Proof. (1) Suppose that .Ti ii! 1, .r2 m= 0 (mod 2). Taking the norm N3 of (8), we have
AI3(77) = E'I"eS'2e'-'6X6. Again. taking the norins IVi, .,iN12 of t,his equa,tion, we have buv• 7? >> 0
that
                     Arl(llNT3(77)) = 11Nr(.-1)Xi .--22X2,INI(c.6)X6 > o,
                      Ar2(IV3(77)) = iiXiAr(.-2)X21Nr(.-6)X6 > O.
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Hence A"(e-bJ)'i'6 = +1 a,nd t,hen Ar(ei) = +1.
  (2) N]ivJe suppose that :z'i iii O (mod 2) or iiNT(c-i) = +1 and that .iN'(c-2) = -1.
  Taking t,hc norin i'iNL3 of (8), w'e ha,vc 11NT3(77) = e`l'iE:ii2cn':-16. Again, ta,king t,he norn) .iN'6 of
t,his equa,tion, we ha,ve
                      AJ6 ( ilNI3 ( 77 )) = .iNl ( c- 1 )'?'' N( .-2)'i '2 ei2. 'i' C' > O,
and so a'2 '= O (rnod 2).
  (3) Taking the norm llNri of (8), we have iiNri(77) = eti'2c-'cZ/'3c-t,1'4. ]by,Ioreover, taking the. norms
Ar2, INI3 of this equat,ion, we have
                      tlNr2 ( !Vl ( 77 )) = ,INr (e2 )X2 e32X3 21Nr ( .--4 ) ti'4 > o,
                      11Nr3 ( .iNrl ( 77 ) ) = i,22 -i'2 iiNi ( .- .3 ) •i'3 .]NJ (e.i )x4 > o.
Then Ar(e•2) = A"(e3) == tlNT(e4).
  In t,he saine "Tay, t,a,king the nornTis .nySv':,Ar3,slNr6 of (8), we obt,a,in Ai(e3) = ,IN'(c-i) =
N(c-s), IV(ei)= Ar(cn2) = .,V(ebn), .,V(cn,3) = ilNr(f6)= .IN'(c--,-). q.e.d.
  By Leimna 21 we get easily
Lemina 25 Let ITi" i be a7?, algebra,'ic n'u,Tnber.field a,n(l .l7Yo a, g'tt,ad7'atic ezctens`io7?, of Ix'i.
Let IN" o(N/i76) (77o E Is'o, 77o (;ZI Is'i) be a b•iqtLa,drat•ic bic'ycl`ic exte7?,s'iort. o.]C IYi JuJ•ith
Ga l( Ko ( vG75)/ Ki ) = < o, T > and Ga l( Ko ( v/776)/ A'o) = < 7 > . Let F be the 'inte 7'7n, ed'i a,te
field of Ko ( vii75) / Ki .fixed b 'y cr . Th en 'w eJ ha•ve
                             F = Kl(N/i76 + v776a).
  For the proof of Theorem 3, it is enough to prove Theorems 3.1- 3.6, because t,he cases
Of Proposition 6 cover all the possible ca,ses of the combination of N(c-i) = Å}1.
  When did,• -7 dk and 21N7(e,) = N(c'-,•) = N(c-k) = -1, let•
                     77ij• = eic"Jek, 6,J = c-,Ejcnk, -e,• - ct-j - 6k.
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Then it follows from [21, g5] that
                            77,J SI)((gij) : (gl•,•
For the multi-ciuadra•tic field Ko = Q(N/EII', N/EZII, v/Z7I;), we ca,n prov•e:
Lemma 26 S'uppose that N(Ei) = IV(cA•2) = Ai(s.3) = N(c- 7) = -1. Let
           77 == 77123 = 61e2e3e7,
           C = Cl`23 = T7 +1 - (ele2 +EL2 c".3 + c-3eAl + c-le- -`• +e`26-, + t-3c- -, )•
Then 'toe ha,ve
                             77 Sp(C) = C2.
 Proof. Since
         (S`Ti = eiieAL2e,3e•,-•i + 1 - c'-iti•2 - cA2c-3 - c":3c-i/ - iiic--, t - c- •2E-i-t - c-:3c'- '-t't,
it holds that 6ie7(5a' = -C, where 6' is the conjugate of e with respect to Q.
wa,y we have
             c-2e7(.a2 = e3e74a3 = E2ct'3Ca4 = cn3.ni6a5 =sit-.24. U6 == -(.
                            c"'iE263cn•-,T6`'7 = c.
Therefore
                  Spi,r,/Q(4) = e + cai + • • • + e7
                           =4 (i - ].l}<J. .•-i-j• + t-ie2iE3e7)
where i, ]' run through 1, 2, 3 and 7. Thus we have 77 SpK,/Q(C) = C2•
Lemma 27 Siuppose that /V(6i) = N(c-2) == ••• == AT(c--,-) = -1 a,nd that
conta`ined z'n Q(v/ZII, v/Ei;) for so7n.e (t,1). Then we h,a,ue IEro = (Eo')+Eo2.
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(9)
      (10)
In the saine
     q.e.d.
pt CS 71t,Ot
 Proof. Let• 77 E Eo. By Lemma, 22 we have
                         772=e`7ic-[2V'2•••e27'' (ar, ([I Z). (11)
Asssume that every .x', is odd. Ta,king the norm Ni of (11), we ha,ve by Lenuna 21 tha,t,
,-ai2e5'3i4i'4s1 in IYi, beca,use Jlo(N/i7)/IYi is a (2, 2)-exter}sion or N/i7 is contained in IYo.
Therefore 62e364 E Ki, a•nd tthen by (9) we have N/ZIIIIi (E Ki = Q(N/EZIIL, v/EII;). Similarly,
taking the norms IV2, IV3, N4, IVs, Ai6 a•nd IV7 of (11), we have v/2illJ E Q(viEZ7, vXZZ;) for every
(i,]'). This contradicts the assuinption. Hence there is an even integer among a','s, and it,
fol!ows from (2) of Lemma 24 that every cri i's even. Therefore, 77 E (Eo')+E62. Thus we have
Eo [ (Eo')'Eo2.
 The inverse inclusion (Eo')+Eo2 C- Eo is shown by the equations
                               v/i7 Sp(4.)-C (12)
for all (ny,C) = (ni,,C,,) a,nd (77,,k,C,,k), since (E,')+E62/E62 is generated by 'rpi2- , i72.3, 'r]3i and
 Proof of Theorem 3.1.
 First we assume that v/21IJ Åë Q(VZZI, v/Ei]) for some (i,2')•
 Suppose tha,t ([?K == 2. Then there exists a unit ep (! IZio such that Ko(v/i7) = K6 (Lenllna
2). By Lerrllna 27 we have ep = eg't-"22•••6"77e-o2 (a, E Z,cno E Eo) such t,hat e"i'6S2•••c""77
is totally positive, and by (1) of Proposition 6 77 = ny9}2 ep2b23 77g3i nj23cn2 (b,, c E Z, cA E Eo)•
Therefore it follows from (12) that
                       Ar, ( v/i7) = K, ( A9 1, Ab,2, Ag3, AS ,, ) •
Since K6 = Ko(N/li) or Ko(N/EZ6) according as do = 1 or not, we have K6 = Ko(V[A7) for
some A' = A(el,e',, e6). Therefore
                       Is',( A9i,Ab,2,Ag3,As,,) = Is',(VI2il7).
Thus we ha,ve
                         A9> Ag2, Agg Af,, sA( ei, e2, e3) (13)
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 for some e, == O,1. Because, if Ko(N/7i7) = Ko(v/l47) fora rational integer 7n and A' ==
 A(eC,ef2, e•(3), then Q( m/A') is equal to Q or Q( m/A') is a, quadratic subfield of A'o, and
so
                                m = A'dff{'dS2" clgS'.2
for soine e'i',e'2',e5' = O,1 and sonie 'r E Q. Therefore, putt,ing e, ii c;1 + eY (niod 2) (i =
1,2,3), we have
                                m s A(ei, c'2, e3).
  Conversely, if the equa,tion (13) holds, then the square root of 77 := 779> 772b2:3 'r7:b33i epS23 gener-
ates K6 over Ko, i.e., A'o(v/i7) = K6. Thus, by Lemma 2 we have (2A- = 2.
  Secondly, we a,ssume that v12SIJ E Q(viE7I, v/ZZ ) for every (z',]'). Then it does not hold
tha,t,
                          A91,Ag2,Agg Af,- , i A(e,, ci2. e:3)
for any b,,c, ei = O, 1.
  In fact, b:y' the assuinption and by 77i23 = 'r7i2- 7736c-6T2 w'e have Is'o(pt) = A'o for eve.r.y•
(i,]') and Ko(v'A-I-55) == Ko( Ai2A36) = Ko. Consequenttly, we have
                     A9 i, Ab, 2, Ag3, A: ,, l d9' d9, 2 dg3 if A( ei , e2 , e3),
where ai = O or 1.
  In this ca,se we can show tha,t eJ,- = 1 as follows:
  Assume that (?J,- = 2. Then there is a unit ep c IE7o such tha,ti Ko(v67) = K6. By Lemma
22 we ha,ve 772 == 6ai:ie'2X2•••c-ati7 (.7;, E Z). It follows from (2) of Lemma 24 that all xi are
even or odd.
  If all xi are even, then n E (Eo*)+ and we ha,ve n = ep?> n2b23 epg3i of23Eg for some bi,c E Z
and eo C Eo*. Since epi23 = ni2n:36e'6-2, we obta,in by the assumption that vG7 ( Ko, which
contradicts that ,Is" o(N/77) is a quadra,tic extension over Ko. Therefore, all a)i are odd. Then
r? = Eice2•••67HZ•=i c-ii for some yi E Z. Since c-ic-2•••e•,- = 77i3n23ep36e3-2, we have
                                               7
                          77 = fiAv/775I N/i7Il66.l' ll E,Y'.
                                              i=1
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 By (9) we ha•ve firicsv/ZXIII == Ci:3 for son')e ri3 E N. And by the assuinption we. hav()
 Ai3i(IYidg3 for soine cLi,a3 = O,1, Hence t-(iZicf3C`3N/2X-I-I; is totall.v• positive. INiloreover. froin
 C,a,' < O, (g132 > O, <f. 133 < O it follows t•hat ei63`5i3 is tota,11y positive. Therefore
                                          ... (l 1 -. Ct3
                                       1 ei e:
                       s1e-36(IZisl3t3 N/i7i-I; = ;:.-I-g3 ' v/zl-I-I; ' e1e3(g13
is totally posit,ive, and then t,his unit, is squa,re in IY2 = Q(v/EZI-, v/EZII;) ([13. Propostion 2,
IV]). So vv'e can put
                              c-i63e"ii e-'3i3 N/i7iLI} = 6Zi3
where ei3 is a unit of Iir2. In the sanie wa,y we obtain
             e2c-3eb22eb33 v7711I} = e223, c-3e-6eC336C66 N/i7I}il = e.Z6 (bt,cJ = O,1)
where e•23 and (-;36 are unit•s of IYi and IY6, resp. ectively. Th()refor(i we ha,ve
                                      7
                          o= c-'i:3c-3:3e]236He7' (:, E z).
                                     i=1
Since HZ/=iE;1' is totally positive, we ha,ve, a,s before,
                          7
                          ll cn:•' = 779,i 77S,2 77gi(77i27736)a`.-,2
                         i=1
for some ai E Z and Eo E Eo'. By the assumption each 77ij is square in Q( v/Z77, v/EiJ) a,nd so
is 'r7 in IYo, which is also contradiction. q.e.d.
Lemma 28 lf exactl'y one or t'wo of AT(c-i) (i = 1,2,•••,7) a7-e +1, then 'tve lt,ave IETo =
(Eo')'Eo2.
 Proof. It is enough to prove the following two Cases (1) and (2).
 Case (1) : N(ei) == ••• = N(es) = -1 and N(e6) = IV(e7) = +1.
 Let ep E Eo and let ep2 = 6`:ic'-'tX'2•••e','7 (.T', (i Z). By (2) of Lemma, 24 we see tha,t
Xi, •x' 2,•••,xs are even. Then it follows from Lemma 21 that
            7777C"4 = .nXliE4T4EE7 li 1 in IY4, 7777U5 = t-X226a.'s5e-7'7 i 1 in IN's.
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iNow, we asstmie t•hat ai7 is odd. Then e-, T1 in A'4 = Q(x/all-, v/EZIi-) and in A"r, =
Q(N,/Z71I,VI71.;). Therefore, A7 i clCii'dX",A• 7idC2'2d//5 for soine c'i. c'2., c'4, e.r, = O, 1. These
equations Iea•d that A7 is ((licl2(l3)Ei E; (IC7i, which is impossible ([21. Hilfssatz 9]). Thus .?'7
is even. Similarl.y, by the equations
             7777a3 =el'i6`S'26'6'6 ll 1 in Is'3, 7777a6 =: itLi3c-6Z;6cnL;" l.i 1 in IY6.
we see tha,t x6 is even. Therefore all ,i', are even and so 77 E E6. Thus [Zio {{l (Eo*)+E62.
  The inverse inclusion (Eo')+E62 g Eo is shown b.y the equations (1) a,nd (12).
  Case (2) : .INr(c-i) = N(s2) = ••• = ilNr(E6) = -1 and N(e7) = +1.
  Let 77 (! Eo and let 772' = etl''t'-`ti'2 •••eLS'7 (,T, (i Z). Then, by (2) of Lenn'na, 24 we see that
.Ti,.r2,•••,.z' 6 are even. In the sarne wa,y a,s in the I)roof of Case (1) we (;a,n show• that .r7 is
even and that Eo == (Eo*)+Eo2. cl.e.d.
  Proof of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3.
  We only prove Theorein 3.2, because we can prove Theore- ni 3.3 in a quite siinila,r wa.y.
  Suppose tha,t (?J,r = 2. Then there exists a unit, 77 (E IEo such t,ha,t IYo(v/77) == IY6 =
Ko(A) where A = A(ei,e2,e3). By Lemnia 28 and (2) of Proposit,ion 1 we can put
T7 = c-"7 779> 772b23 77g3ie2 (a, b, (I Z, sE Eo) and we have
                         A',(./i7)- A',( Aa.,.A9>Ab,2,Agg).
Consequently,
                          A`,`A9>AP,2,Ag3, -s A(ei,e2,e3). (14)
  Conversely, if this equation (14) holds, t,hen a square root of 77 :== E"7 779> 772b2:3 ep3b3i generates
K6 over Ko, i.e., K6 = Ko(N/77). Therefore vs7e ha,ve (?A- = 2. q.e.d.
 Proof of Theorem 3.4.
 Case (1) : Ar(eni) == N(e•2) == N(a3) = N(c-4) = -1 and Ai(c-s) = N(eA6) == AJ(E7) = +1.
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  Suppose that (?i,- == 2. The.n t•he.re is a unt, 77 (i [Ziio such tha,t, IYo(v/77) = Ix'6. By Leinina
21 a,nd (4i) of Proposition 1 we have
                                             7
                             772 = 77:2a'5, .--ls'5.-•g.'6.n•;'7 ll .-',2' Yt
                                            i=1
where .'r,, :y, E Z. Frorn (2) of Leinn)a 24 it follows that a'2 -= O (inod 2). Hence. 1)y Len'mia
23 we see that Q's :-= a'6 -= ,r7 (mod 2).
  In the case that .vs ii .x6 ii :r7 i O (niod2), we ha,ve ny = 6`si56`fl•66`"7 71b2,3c-o2 t'or sorne
a,, b = O, 1 and eo ( Eo' . Ther e, fo re,
                      K6 = K,(vii7) = A',( Ag5Ag,6Aa,7Ab,,)
a,nd then
                           A9,5Ag/.6AC.,.t7Ag,, .s A(c•i, c•2, c•,3) (15)
for some ei = O, 1.
  In t,he case that a',s iE .r6 ii .r7 i!i 1 (mod 2), let,
                                     4
                        77o := ese6e- -, ll 6;" (vi = 1 or 1)
                                     i=1
and let 77o be tota,11y positive. Then we have 77 = eas5E'6i66"7777g377otno2 where a,.b = O,1 and
c- o E Eo*• Since Es, c-6,67, Åé23, 77 E Eo, vv'e see epo E Eo. Then it follows from Lemma 25 that
              A",(,/i76) = .ls',( ,5*(77,))= .ls',( 0*(77,))== A",( d*(77,))
where 4*(77o), e*(77o) and cl'(77o) is defined by (2), (3) and (4), respe.ctively. Here we ta,ke
st =0 or 1(i. = 1,2,3) in accordance with
                                                             a2
             6*(ep,) = ( Vi7EJ + ./i75ai )2, e*(ep,) = ( 6*(7?,) + 6*(n,) )2,
                         d'(no) = ( e*(n,) + o*(,7,)a3 )2,
respectively. Therefore
                    K6 = K,(V77) = K,( Ag5Ag.6AZ7Ab,,d*(ep,))

































and t,he.n w'e h(ave.
                         Aft t5 Ag/6A".,.7 Ab,,d*(77o) 3A( ci,e2- ,e:3) (16)
for soi/]t//i(,} cti = O, 1.
  Conversely, if the c.quation (15) or (16) holds., the squa,rc root/ of 77 := c-`,g5c-C,/S•6c"`;777b23
or e" s5tA`g6.c.C;7772b377o genera,teg. I'L'o' ov'er .IT's.'o, respectively, i.e,, .IY6- = I(o(N/Zi). Then we have
QA' =2.
  Case (2) : 21Nr(ei) = .fiNT(c-•z) = Ar(c-3) = A](c':) = -1 and N(c-4) = AJ(c-,s) = ,IN"(s6•) = +1.
  Suppose tha,t Qi,t = 2. Then b>'• Lenniia 21 and (42• ) of Proposition 6 we have
                                               7
                             'r72=e-a4'`cnas'5eX66ni-23 ll c-?Y' (17)
                                              i=1
where ,ri., Lyi, 2•r E Z. Then it follows froin (2) of Leninna, 24 t,ha,t :• :-= O (rnod 2), and froin
Lennna 23 that a'4 i! .rs -= .irc- (niod 2).
  If ,T4 ii! .Ts ii! {r6 iiiii O (mod 2), then 77 (i (E)6)+. By (42) ()f Proposition 6 we have
n= eA"4`E"s5eg-677f23c-' 6 for soine a,, c; = O,1 and c-o E Eo*. Therefore,
                          A',(,/i7)=K,( Ail4A25Ag6A{,,). (18)
  If cr4 Ei .T,s E .r6 i 1 (niod 2), taking nornis IVi a,ncl ilNi4 of t,he equa,tion (17). we have
by Lemina 21 that
        77i+ `'i = e'4'` t-. 22 Y2 cr l2 Y3 e.2i Y` l; 1 in .Zi-Lri, 77 i+ O'` = cn '.Ti`s'i Yi E'4 Y7 el2 Y4 l.; 1 in IY4.
Then viZXE is contained in I" AIY4 = Q( cl2cl3), and then A4ii 1 or d2cl3, which is irnpossible
([21, Hilfssatz 9]).
  Thus, if qA- = 2 we have the equation (18) a,nd hence
                           AZ`Afg5Ag6AS,,iA(ei,e2,e3) (19)
for some ei = O, 1.
  Conversely, when the equation (19) holds, we can show, as bcfore. that (?Jv = 2. q.e.d.
  Proof of Theorem 3.5.
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  (1) Suppose that Ar(ei) = ?V(t-2) = INr(scs) = -1 and that A'(c-4) = ••• == Ai(s•,-) = +1.
By Le.ninia, 22 a,nd (5i) of Proposition 6 we ha,ve
                                           7
                            i72= c- '3'`eL.2s'5 c- 'gi6 c- `;'7 fi e,2 Y' (20)
                                           i=1
for any 77 E Eo where a],, yt E Z. Then by Leinrna 23 "re have t,he foll()swTing t,hre(i cases:
  (i) a'4 i ci's i ar6 E .7'7 i O (rnod 2);
  (ii) Ainong ar4, a's, a:6 and tv7, exactlrv.' one cri i's even;
  (iii) Ll'4 ii 1's E ,T6 li .IT7 E 1 (lnod 2).
 case (i). W'e ha,ve 77 E (Eo*)+ a,nd we inay put rp = e-C,l`cn`,si5cn"666"77 (cL, (i Z). Then "re
obtain, a,s before,
                        Ko(v77) = Ko( A:4Ag.5AC,i6Aa-,7).
  case (ii). VVre first consider the- case that, ,r4 E :r,s ii ,i'6 Eii 1. ct'7 i O (inod 2). Ta,king
norms 11Nri and AT4 of (20), we have
                  ny'+ai = e'E'4.rt-'3y2s.?,Y3 s 1 in Is"i == Q(N/ZZII, v/Eil}),
                  77i+a" == e'4V`t",?Yie'3Y7T1 in A'4 = Q(v/i7I-, v/IZi).
Then, as before, v/ZXIi is contained in Q(VZil), which is impossible.
  Next we consider the other cases, for exa,mple, ,T4 i a',s i .v7 E 1. ;r6 ! O (mod 2). Let
                                   :3
                      no := en4cAs67 ll c","' ('vi=Oor 1)
                                   i=1
and let epo be t,otally positive. Then we can prove the a,ssertion in the same way as in Proof
of Case (1) of Theorem 3.4.
  case (iii). As before, taking norms .IVi, N2, AT3 and N7 of (20), we obtain
       A4icl2 or d3; Asid3 or di; A6idi or d2; A4AsA6Td2d3,d3di or dicl2,
which is impossible.
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 (2) Suppose that, Ai(si) = 2V(cn•2) = Ar(t-6) = -1 and the others Ai(e,) = +1. We have. by
(52) of Proposition 1
                                           7
                         772 = e'3X3E'E4c"sX5c";'777i'S ll e-'iY'
                                          i=1
for any 77 ( Eo vv'here a'i, yi E Z. By (2) of Lemma, 26 we have a'i i O (mod 2). Therefore
we obtain, as before, the following ca,ses:
 (i) :lr3 EI ,r4 Ei a's El a'7 I! O (lnod 2);
 (ii) Aniong a)3,x4, a)s and ar7, exactly one a'i i's even;
 (iii) .i'3 E .T4 ! ars ili .ir7 i 1 (inod 2).
 By the saine arguinent in (1) of this Proof vv'e can prove the a,ssertion for ea,c,h case. q.e.d.
 Proof of Theorem 3.6.
 In the following we only consider t,he first case: pa'(ei) = Ar(e2) = -1, since the other
cases are proved in the sa!ne wTay.
 Let,
                epo := H c"l'• " c- ,Vi ('tL,. v, =O or l)
                      N(fi)=+1 N(ei)=-1
a,nd let nyo be tota,11y positive.
 For any ep E [Ero we may put n = ena33 •••6a7' • 7?of where a,, f = O or 1. Then we have, as
before,
                     Ko( v/77 ) = Ko( Ag3 ' ' ' A2,7d*(7]o)f ).
Thus we obtain that ([?A- = 2 if a,nd only if
                       Ag3 • • • Ag7 d'(77o)f i A(ei, e2, e3),
  2. The case K contains Q(N/=i, Vi})•
 In this subsection we treat t,he case that K contains Q(vE-i , vi31i). We put d3 = 2 in the
notation a,t the beginning of g5 and then
             isr - Q(vCi', v{Iil, v/[71J, vi[75) - Q(vE-i-, Vlli, v/lil-, v/Z711).
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And, as before, we use. the following notation, unless ot,herwise defined.
 For a t,ota,11y positive unit 71 of I(o let, as before,
                         6 == C(ep)= 77 +nai +2 777]ai,
                         0 = e(n) =c+ ca2 +2 4. ca2
under the condition that
                       v/i7i7il-EKi and VIIiZi Ek3.
 Let u be the number of i for which IV(ei) = -1 (i = 1,2,•••,7), i.e.,
                     u= #{i li= 1, 2,•••,7;N(ei) = -1}.
 Reinark. The condition (23) is deduced by the first three equa,t,ions in (3) (i) in
Theorem 4 :
                      IVA',/Ar.(7]) :; 1 in IiL'. (ct = 1,2,6).
 Our result is
Theorem 4 (1) lf y 2 4, then (? i,' = 1•
 (2) S'u,ppose th,at u == 3 and that
                         IV(c'-.) = IV(6t) == N(c"3) = -1
fors,tE {1,2,•••,7} (s 7C t) d'ifferent from 3. if d,dt id3 does not hold, th•en (?A-
  (3) SiLppose that yS 2, oru=3 and d,dt iid3 for above d,,dt. Then (?i,- == 2 of
if there exists a unit ep in Eo+ such that
                      7
                 ny = fi ci'• I[ eJb' (a,, bj =O or l)
                     i=1 N(e,' )=+1
satisfpt7z,g th,e follo'iv'in,g condz'tio7?•s (i), (ii) :
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    (21)
    (22)




   (24)
 (i)
                     Nltro/Jsr. (n) s 1 zn Ka (a = 1, 2, 6),
              NJs',/K,(77) s 1 z'7]• IYo, b`tLt n.ot 'i7?, IslB (/3 =3,4,5,7).
 (ii)
                   e - 0(77) T (2 + V32)d? dS2 •in k3 = Q( v/i})
for so7n•e ei E {O, 1}.
 Moreo`ver, `in the representa,t'ion (24) of ny, the n'u7n.ber of l' 's for 'wh'ich b
th,an one.
 Rema,rk. As an exainple of u = 3 and ([?kr = 2, we have di == 7, cl2 = 41,
                         K - Q( ,/rr, v/i, .i7, V4i),
In fact,
                                1
                   ny - vZTvE - 2(3vS + Vpt) • (2th + j)
satisfies the condition (3) (i) in Theorem 4 and
                         e = 0(n) s (2 + vilii)7 in k3.
  When di = 5, d2 = 21, we have u=3, d2ds ll d3 and (?k' = 1.
  Remark. In Theorem 4, if
                                   69•j = cnj•,Ej•,,
                              fi
                            N(ej)=+1
then d,,dj, i d3 = 2•
  The assertions (1) and (2) of Theorem 4 a,re immediately obtained by





proposition 7 Lc;t L be the co7npo.site o.f the 2M--th c;yclotomic fi,eld Q(<) (< == <,. =
e,rp(2Tz/2M), 'm. 22) and n 'independent real qu,adratic fi]f;lds Q(v/D7) whe7'e D, aTe sq'u,a,7'e-
free pos'it'i 've `i rt,tegers (i = 1, 2, • • • , 7?, ), 'i.e. ,
                         L - Q(<, v/ii5Il, v/Ziill, . . . , v/ID]I).
ifDi Eii D2 iii •••D. Ei 1 (rnod 4), then (?L= 1.
 The a,ssert,ion (3) of Theoreni 4 is obtained by our Lenn'na 21 and t,heoren)s on ?)-groups
((4.16) a,nd Theorem 4.18) in [26].
  g6. Divisibility of unit indices and of relative class numbers.
  In this sect,ion we a,re concerned with the `Cdivisibility" of C2A- by (2k a,nd of hX- by hZ.,
where k is an in'}aginary subfield of IY. H. Hasse erroneou,gly a,sserted in Sa,tz 29 that,
(?k divides (?Ar. This error had been well-known bef()re XtiSU'ashingt,on's ren)ark [30. p,4J'].
Considering Hasse's proof of Sa,t,z 29, vKre can niodify• the theore,in as written in Lenin)a 10.
  As a counter-ex. a,inple to Satz 29, J. Martinet ga,ve in the preface of [3]
                    K == Q(.Ei;, V'li}, ./i'7), k - Q(VTi-, Vlii-Zil).
  K. Yoshino and the author [11] gave some counter-e.xamples to Satz 29. For example. Iet
p be an odd prinie such that 23' l(p - 1) and let
                     K - Q(VTi-, v/2, v/i5), kr - Q(A, v/IEil).
Suppose that N(E) = +1 where 6 i's the fundamental unit of ko = Q(VEij5). Then we have
Qix' = 1 and ([?k = 2 by Lemma 5 and Proposition 3, respectively. We will also see such
counter-examples in following Proposition 9.
  By contrast with Satz 29, we give here the following
Proposition 8 (cf. [17, Lemma 2]) Let K be a CM-field. Let Ki = K and let K. be
the co7n,pos'ite ofK and the 2n-th cgeloto7r?ic field forn = 2,3,•••. P'ut ([?. = ([?A'.. Then
'(ve have o72,e of th,e follo'w'i7?•gs :
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  (1) C?. =1 fo7' a,ll n= 1,2,•••,
  (2) (2•n == 2 .fo7' all 7't = 1,2,''•,
  (3) the7'e e(c'ists ')?o (no 2r 1) .stt,ch, th,a,t
                        (?i = C2 2' = ''' = (?no = 2, (2n =1
for all 7t = no + 1,•••.
  The a,uthor had read through Hasse"s book [3] and found t,hat two following assertions
are proved by Sa,t,z 29.
Assertion 1 ([3, p.92]) If th.ere a,re a,t lea,st t'u)o 'irre'y'u,la,r chara,cter.s' of IY 'in tl?,c; rf;1)rese7?,--
ta,t'ives of (.Frobe7?,'i`tL.s'i) eg`tL'ivale7?.t cla.sses, the7i, qA- = 2.
Assertion 2 ([3, the first part of Satz 41]) Let kr be an 'bma,g'L7?,a,ry su,b.field o.jC A". Let lzl,-
 an,d hZ. be the relat'ive cla,ss n,'u,7nbers of IY a7?,d k, resl)ectzvely. The7?• the de7?•o77?•'i7?•ator o.]f tl?•e
 g'iLot'ie7?,t h'i,-/hit `is at ?7'?,ost 2'-', 'whf.?re 7" 'is' the 7?,'tL7nbe7' o.f 7?,o7?,-eq'tL'e'va,le72,t, z7"7'egtLla,7' cha,7'a,cte7'.s'
 of A' a,nd not of k.
  As shown below, Assert•ion 1 is true but Assertion 2 is not.
  I owr we prove Assertion 1.
  Vv;hen tviv =- 2 (mod 4), (?k divides (?i,-, beca,use wk -= 2 (mod 4).
  Suppose that wi,- ! O (inocl 4). Let '4, be an irregular charact,er with respect t,o IY
 and not to k such that f('ip) = p 74 2 a,nd nv, = 2'` ll (p - 1), where p is an odd priine.
 Put• 2W 11 toi" Let IY.t, be the iniagina,ry abelia,n field a,ssocia,ted with the cha,racter group
 < u3> (<'e,> means the group generated by 4,). P!it L = Q(<2w)Ku,. Then for the 2Wp-th
 cyclotoniic field Q(<2L•u'p),
                                                   p-1
                        [Q(<2-'p) : L] = [Q(<p) : Kv'] = 2"
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is odd a,nd so (?L = 2. Because t,he unit index of Q(<2wp) is 2, whic,h is equal to (?L by
Propos, ition 1. Since ivA-/'tvL is odd, it folloxvs fron'i Leinrna 10 that qL divides C?J,-. Thus
 Next we consider Satz 41, which states the "divisibility" of h;v b.v hZ..
 Let k be an in'ia,ginary subfield of IY. Then the denoinina,tor of the quotient, hX/hX. is a
power of 2 (including 20 == 1).
  In fa,ct, we ha,ve
                                hi/i'-2'Qq'i.'!J,,h:J,t (25)
where
                       1 if zvA- iiE O, ivk -= 2 (mod 4) a,nd if x4'Ui2p (p 21) 3)
       T=T(K/k) = belongs to k,
                       O ot•herwise.
and 4,' runs through the represe.nt,ativeg. of the classes of conjugate odd cha,racters of IY
which is not of k. Then, by the latter pa,rt of Lernrna, 15 we see that the denoniinator is a
2-power.
  Now we give a proposition, which offers counter-exniples to Satz 41. For a quadratic
field F with fundamental unit c- >1, let A(F), A*(F) be the square-free pa,rt of Sp(t- +
1), Sp(e - 1), respectively.
Proposition 9 ([12, Theorem 2]) Letp andq be odd pr'i7n,es stLch tha,t 7) !i 1, q!3
(mod 8) and (p/q) = -1 'tvhere (/) is the Leyendre s'y77?,bol. Let
                    K-Q(vE-i',v/lii,viiia), k-Q(A,v/thi)•
Then `u)e have follo'wings :
  (i) A(Q(./i5Z7)) - 2pq, A*(Q(vii5a)) - 2, A(Q(vi275a)) - pg, A*(Q(,/275a)) - 2.
  (2) Qk=2.
  (3) Let c"i,e-2 be thre fu,ndamental `un'its ofQ(v751i),Q(v/llii5Ci), respect`i`vel'y. Let m,,n, (i =
1.2) be pos'it•i`ve in.tegers s'uch that
    Sp(Ei + 1) = 2pqm?, Sp(si - 1) = 2n? ; Sp(e2 + 1) = 4pq7n ?,, Sp(e•2 - 1) = 8n3,
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respect'ively. Let cl == (rni7'n22)g, 1 + 7?.i7?2) be th•e greQ;test co7n,7n,o'n, (l'ivtiso7' of 'titi7'}?,:pq a,'r?,d
1 + ni 7?•2. Th, en
                          Cll?A- =2 o d ll 1or 2)q•
 In above Proposition, for (p,q) = (17,3), (41,3), (137,3), (17,11),•••, we have (2A- = 1
and the,n we obtrain counter-exarnples to Satz 41.
 In fact, since. k c.onta,ins A, it follows frorn definition that T(IY/k) = 0. The odd
characters of IY and not of k (except t,heir equivalent, ones) are
                        Åëi = N44's, 'y!i2 = )<SP-i)/2.x•q(q-i)/2
where x'4, Np and Nq are odd cha,ra,cters with conductors 4,p and q, respectively; and •ths is
even cha,racter wit,h conductor 8. They are not irregular vLrit,h res.pe.ct to K and so 7" = O.
For these cahract,ers 4',i, U')2 we have
                             h*u'Ti = 2N' u'i (0( u'1'i)) = 1
and by Le,n/] t/]t:ia 12
                         1?t•, = Ncb,((!)('e'2)) i! 1 (mod 2).
Therefore, it follows frorn (25) that
                               lii = Å}he,,h•t,, = g'
for sonie odd integer a, which contradicts t,o the first part, of Satz 41.
  When k does not contain A, we have
Proposition 10 ([12, Theorem 1]) Let k, be a,n i7n,a,g'ina,7'y s'tt,bfield of K. S`iLl)1)pose thtat
k does not contatin vE- il. if qi,t == 1,Qk = 2 and 7(K/k) = O, then there exi.sts an odd
characte7' (l, o.7C IN", bu,t 7?,ot o.IC k, s'tLch that h'e, Eii O (n')od 2).
  In fact, using Hassds Sa,tze (t,heoren'is) a,nd t,he results of K. Yoshino and the author in
[11], we can construct/ such an odd character Åë, vLrith ht•, Eii O (inod 2). But this proof is a
little longer, so we oinit it.
  Considering Proposition 10. vLTe ca,n modify Satz 41 as follows :
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Proposition 11 ([12, Proposition 2]) Let k be an, imag'i7?,a,r;ty s'tLb.7Eeld of .IL The7?. the
deno77?ina,tor of th•e guot'ient h},r/hZ. `is. at 77?,ost 2"'+i or 2"' accord'ing a,s' k contains A or
not.
 When the denominat,or is equa,1 t,o 2"'+i we have r' = O. Therefore we also inodify Sa,tz
41 a,s follows:
Proposition 12 ([14, Remark 1]) Let k be an `im,ag'ina,ry subfield ofK. Th,en the de-
no"?inator of the guotz'ent hX-/hZ. div'ides 2"' 'where n' = 1 or 7?,' = r' accordz'n,g as r' = O or
r' > 1.
 Recently, K. Horie [14] showed that the denominator of hX-/hZ. is 1, 2 or 4 and gave a
necessary and suflicient condition for the denon'iinator being equal to 4.
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       .
 Notation.
 N,Z,Q : the set,s of natural nuinbers, rational integers and ra,tiona,1 nurnbers, respec-
tively,
 Is' : an iniaginary abelian nuinber field of finite degree. over Q (in X4 and g5, Is' is
specified),
 Ko : the nitaxiinal real subfield of IN',
 II/' = i[il!TA- : the group of roots of unity in K,
 E = Ei,- : the group of units of K,
 Eo = EA-, : the group of units of Ko,
 (2i,t = [E : I7[2'Eo] : the unit index of K,
 Eo+ : the group of totally positive units of Ko,
  Eo' : t•he subgroup of Eo generated b.v units of all real quadratic subfields of Kr,
 IEro : the group of units 77 of Eo+ such tha,t IYo(v/77) is a, coniposit,e quadra,tic field,
  wJ,t = #IVi,- : the order of the group II/A-,
 Loix- : the 2-exponent of zvk-, i.e., 2WK II zvJ"
  hi" hA', : tihe class nuinbers of I" IYo, respectively,
  ig',r = hJx'/hK, : the relative class nuinber of Is',
  X(K') : the group of priinitive Dirichlet characters associated with Is".
  K' : the quadratic extension of K, genera,ted by a, 2W+i-th root, of unity•, where w = ulJ"
  K6 : the niaxinial rea,1 subfield of IY'.
  == : the equa,lity except rat,iona,1 quadratic factor,
  2
  = in k : the equality except quadratic nuinber of a field k.
  2
  x, '4) : priinitive Dirichlet chara,cters,
  f(x) : the conductor of ,N•,
  l.x'l = 7zx : the order of a cha,ract,er ,x'.
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 g : the Euler funct,ion,
 <. : a, pl'illlitive 7')1,-th root of UllitY,
 Hi(G,E) : the first, cohomology group of a, group G over a G`-module E,
 Ar(a'),Sp(ar) : the absolute norni and the absolute trace of a,n algebraic
spectely.
 For a finite extension L over an algebraic number field F,
 Gal(L/F) : the Galois group of L/F,
 IVL/F, SpL/F : the norm and the trace from L to F, respectively.
 p,g,l: rational priines,
 #M = IMI : the order of a set M,
 alb: a divides b,
 p" ll a: pn divides a and z)n+i does not divide a,
 bl: the complex conjugate of a complex number a,
  < a', y, • • • > : the group generated by x, y, • • •.
 For a, quadratic field ki = Q(viEZ;),
 ei : the fundamenta,1 unit of ki, E, > 1,
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